The Challenge
This Tanknology client is a global processor of custom
and privately branded salad dressings, sauces, cooking
oils and margarines. The client owns and operates
more than 350 aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) that
store vegetable oils, which are regulated liquids. The
tanks at each plant exceed the 1,320-gallon threshold
for storage of regulated substances and fall under the
auspices of 40 CFR 112, which requires each manufacturing site to have in place a Spill Prevention Control
and Countermeasure (SPCC) plan. The SPCC plan for
each site dictates the ongoing operation and compliance
responsibilities of the owner/operator and outlines the
response in the event of a discharge.
The client’s 15 food
processing plants
were located in a wide
geographic area that
spans ten states. The
business model of the
client was decentralized, however the client
realized they lacked
the local knowledge or
manpower to formally
catalogue, manage and
engage in a successful inspection program of their
considerable AST assets.
The client’s primary focus was to maintain production
schedules for the purpose of manufacturing, labeling
and marketing food. AST compliance, while important
to their environmental mission statement, was not
something that they had expertise at a local level.
For this reason, the client sought to partner with
Tanknology and bring their sites into compliance
with federal, state and local regulations.

contents, size and manufacturer. With this information Tanknology began the process of outlining a
preliminary compliance program based on a riskbased assessment of the assumed tank inventory.
As the client manufactures in ten states across a large
geographic area, Tanknology’s nationwide presence
enabled an efficient, cost effective and aggressive
site visit schedule that produced a comprehensive
database of actual tank inventory.
After a thorough initial inspection the initial list of
tanks, Tanknology established a true tank inventory
and outlined a multiyear program to bring all of the
client’s ASTs into compliance. As an ongoing part
of the partnership, Tanknology developed a custom
program to implement and document initial, 5-, 10and 20-year tank inspections.
The results of each formal inspection performed by
Tanknology were made available to the client through
TANCS, Tanknology’s industry leading, proprietary
client access portal. By accessing TANCS online, the
client was able to see detailed information about each
of their sites, including inventory results, inspection
services performed, future inspection schedules,
upcoming deadlines and all related inspection results.
This successful partnership has allowed the client
to maintain a consistent, annual inspection budget,
and dedicate valuable manpower to their core competency, food processing; by simply outsourcing the
formal AST inspection services to Tanknology’s team
of experienced and dedicated inspection professionals.

To learn more about AST inspections
for your facility, call us today at
1-800-964-1250.

The Solution
The client compiled an asset inventory by surveying
each plant and obtaining a list of tanks and tank
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